2017-18 UCLA Visiting Speaker Series

ISSUES IN DIGITAL ARCHIVING:
DATA MANAGEMENT

FRIDAY FEB. 9, 2018 | 1:00 - 4:00 PM
MOORE HALL READING ROOM
ROOM 3340

FEATURED SPEAKERS

Karen Cariani, American Archive of Public Broadcasting and WGBH
Robert Browning, Purdue University and C-SPAN Archives

Alan Rubel, University of Wisconsin iSchool
Samuel Gustman, Shoah Foundation
University of Southern California

FEATURED ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS

Tim Dennis, Social Science Data Archive (UCLA Library)
Francis Steen, NewsScape Library (UCLA Communications Department)
Matthew Vest, UCLA Music Library

Light refreshments will be served.

This event is organized by the UCLA Digital Archiving Collective, a cross-campus organization with members from UCLA’s Department of Information Studies; Department of Communication Studies; Department of Film, Television, and Digital Media; Center for Digital Humanities; UCLA Film and Television Archive; UCLA Ethnomusicology Archive; UCLA Library and Digital Library Program; UCLA Music Library; Ralph J. Bunche Center for African American Studies; UCLA Asian American Studies Center; UCLA American Indian Studies Center and UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center.